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Abstract. Archiving electronic journals is complex. There are many questions; Who archives? 
What is archived? How many copies should be archived. How can one ensure the integrity of 
electronic documents? How can access be maintained? Technology will provide some answers. Elec
tronic archives will require periodic refreshing and migration to new technology. Many factors 
remain unknown at this time. 

1. Introduction 

Today's scientific literature is not limited to one single medium; various media have coexisted for 
some time. In recent years, an increasing number of publications have been published electroni
cally. Electronic format alters the traditional way of publishing, retrieving, obtaining and preserving 
information, and it modifies the structure, composition and features of documents. Electronic pub
lications are available in digital format and therefore require the use of a computer in order to 
access and use them. They can be delivered to users on physical media (diskette, CD-ROM, tape 
etc.), over networks (via electronic mail, ftp etc.) or may have to be accessed actively by users 
(typically on the World Wide Web). They can be made available in various formats with identi
cal information and functionality in parallel. Various types of information (text, images, graphics, 
sound, software programs etc.) can be combined in one multimedia product. Embedded software 
may allow users to interactively modify underlying data or launch virtual experiments. Networked 
electronic publications can be accessed and used from anywhere at any time by several simulta
neous users; interconnected documents provide links to other electronic resources. Depending on 
whether or not they can be modified after publication, electronic publications are dynamic or static 
documents. 

In order to preserve the scientific and cultural knowledge of today, electronic publications have to 
be archived just as print publications have been. However, archiving electronic media is considerably 
different from archiving print publications. Up to now, archiving has been relatively easy and 
straight-forward. Libraries subscribe to journals and buy books, and after publications have arrived 
in our libraries, they are cataloged, classified, and technically prepared, and finally they are placed 
on the library shelves where they are available for users. References to print publications follow 
generally agreed-upon rules for citations that uniquely describe the source, and users can trust 
that a print document has not been changed after publication. Libraries own the publications they 
have bought, and unless it is decided to re-sell or remove the items, they are kept in the libraries 
indefinitely. Users can rely on a decentralized system of libraries where they can consult both 
current and historical publications whenever needed without additional costs. 

In contrast, archiving electronic publications is much more complex. Up to now, no particular 
institution has been responsible for long-term preservation of electronic publications, hence future 
access to electronic documents is still uncertain. As of today, users don't know how they will be 
able to retrieve, obtain, and use electronic publications even a few years from now. Once archiving 
institutions have been selected, they must solve a large number of political, administrative and 
technological questions. What exactly has to be archived? Who provides and maintains the nec
essary tools and technological equipment? Who pays the personnel? Who will have access to the 
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archives and at which costs? Is the technological infrastructure capable of meeting the demand for 
access to documents via networks? 

Archives must guarantee that information resources can be identified, accessed, retrieved and 
used over time, and in the interest of the general public they must ensure access is available at 
reasonable costs. Archiving therefore is one of the most important and urgent problems arising 
from electronic publications and requires thoughtful solutions. 

2. Archiving electronic publications 

2.1. WHO ARCHIVES? 

At present, originators (i.e., authors and publishers) are responsible for preserving the electronic 
documents they publish. There is a danger that publishers will not be willing or able to archive doc
uments without commercial value. Therefore, in the future institutions whose interest in archiving 
goes beyond immediate economic consideration should be responsible. Electronic archiving is more 
expensive than print archiving, and small libraries may not be able to do it. Large institutions and 
national or state libraries, which can keep up with changing technology, remain the possible candi
dates. Legal deposit regulations, which currently exist for print media, could be extended so that 
also electronic publications are required to be deposited in national libraries. Legal deposit regula
tions in the United States have already been changed accordingly, so that a copy of all electronic 
publications must be deposited in the Library of Congress. 

According to the Task Force on Archiving of Digital Information, institutions "must meet or 
exceed the standards for archival certification" (Garrett and Waters, 1996) if they want to become 
certified digital archives. Minimum requirements include the guarantee to provide access to elec
tronic publications, even if the initial vendor has disappeared and the original system configuration 
is no longer available, as well as the provision of "a critical fail-safe system [...] in order to actively 
and aggressively rescue electronic publications which are in acute danger". Exact definitions to de
termine which institutions are eligible for becoming digital archives will vary in different countries. 
However, guidelines and criteria should be established in order to provide a general framework for 
international standards. 

2.2. WHAT SHALL BE ARCHIVED? 

Documents always have been subject to appraisal in order to determine which material had to be 
preserved. Archiving institutions need to develop standards that define what exactly constitutes an 
"electronic publication" as opposed to electronic communication, databases and other ephemeral 
information, and which electronic publication fulfills the quality criteria for archiving. In addition 
to contents-related quality criteria, further factors may influence the decision to archive electronic 
media, for instance, functionality, usability, technological standard and adequacy of maintenance. 

2.3. HOW MANY COPIES SHALL BE ARCHIVED? 

For networked electronic publications, it may be attractive to archive only one copy of a document 
which can be accessed remotely, but this approach bears many risks with regard to loss or damage 
of that master copy. Redundant copies of electronic documents should be stored in various places 
in order to avoid loss or corruption of archived material. Providing multiple copies in a distributed 
network also accelerates access times as users can log into a server that is geographically close to 
them or to which they maintain particularly fast links. 

2.4. STORING ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS 

Currently, the majority of electronic publications are static documents, i.e., they are not changed 
once they are released. Users may be able to change underlying data interactively according to 
their needs, launch virtual experiments from embedded software or add comments to networked 
documents, thus creating a dialog with the authors and other readers. However, the original doc
ument remains unchanged. Archiving institutions will have to decide whether or not comments 
and other additions should be preserved together with the publications. A subset of networked 
electronic publications are dynamic documents which can be modified after publication. Archiving 
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all versions of dynamic publications is difficult. Probably only "snapshots" of the available data 
can be taken at regular intervals. Alternatively, the entire record of changes will have to be logged 
in order to be able to reproduce all changes carried out after release of the original document. 

Electronic publications can be stored on a variety of physical media. If high user demand can be 
expected, archiving institutions may decide to provide publications online on networked servers in 
order to reduce access times. Otherwise, offline storage might be more appropriate (and cheaper). 
Theoretically, electronic publications provided on networks can be accessed from anywhere at any 
time. Documents remain interconnected, i.e., they can contain active hypertext links to other 
digital documents and vice versa. In practise, however, global accessibility requires stable and fast 
telecommunication networks worldwide which are not yet in place. 

2.5. TECHNOLOGY REFRESHING AND MIGRATION 

Electronic publications are not inseparably tied to a particular physical format, but can be copied to 
new storage media with little or no loss. However, experience about the long-time durability of the 
media is not yet available. An even greater danger than deterioration of the storage media lies in the 
technological obsolescence of the reading devices which are necessary to use electronic publications. 
Technology is changing rapidly; hence, in the digital environment "preservation means copying, 
not physical preservation" (Graham, 1994). This process usually is called technology refreshing; 
in an even broader concept, the Task Force on Archiving of Digital Information refers to it as 
"migration" which is defined as "a set of organized tasks to achieve the periodic transfer from 
one hardware/software configuration to another or from one generation of computer technology to 
a subsequent one" (Garrett and Waters, 1996). The purpose of migration is to retain the ability 
for clients to use digital objects in the face of constantly changing technology. Copying should 
take place at regular intervals in order to avoid unexpected and possibly unbridgeable gaps in 
the availability of necessary hardware and software. Information should be encoded in a system-
independent format, for instance SGML, as the ability to migrate and refresh will be much greater 
for such a richly tagged format than it is for a page image format like PDF or Postscript. 

2.6. ARCHIVAL DATA 

Just like printed documents, electronic publications must be retrievable in order to be used. Struc
tured descriptive information about electronic documents, so-called metadata, must be mapped to 
retrieval systems (e.g., library catalogs). Metadata typically are contained in the documents them
selves or accessible through them; they must include formal data (author, title, release date etc.) as 
well as contents-related data (keywords, time and geographic coverage). In addition, the reference 
system must provide a variety of further information, for instance about modes of access (WWW, 
telnet, ftp), tools necessary to use the electronic material (e.g., particular software required at the 
user's site), and computer file characteristics (size, format). The authenticity (identity) of electronic 
publications needs to be easily recognizable in order to determine which version of the document 
is being used. Electronic time stamping of documents (i.e., creating a permanent, indelible mark 
in the digital file that indicates the version), digital watermarking technologies (i.e., software that 
allows encoding an identification into a document that can be located by WWW search engines), 
digital fingerprints (i.e., creating hash codes that reflect every bit in a record) and other authen
tication methods are hoped to help assure the authenticity of electronic publications. Additional 
information should be available about embedded links to other digital objects, access rights and 
restrictions, as well as data to prove the integrity of documents. 

2.7. INTEGRITY OF ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS 

A critical distinction between printed and electronic publications is the ease with which their 
integrity can be determined. The Task Force on Archiving of Digital Information defined five com
ponents that constitute the integrity of digital documents: content (intellectual substance contained 
in information objects), fixity (content fixed in a discrete object as opposed to continuously up
dated documents), reference (reliable systems for locating and citing), provenance (a record of the 
document's origin and chain of custody), and context (a document's interaction with elements in 
the wider digital environment) (Garrett and Waters, 1996). Printed publications do not create 
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doubt about their integrity; we take for granted that they have not been changed since they were 
published. Electronic publications, in contrast, can be changed in various ways: accidentally (for in
stance during copying to newer devices); on purpose, with well-meant intention (as is the case with 
dynamic documents); or on purpose, without well-meant intention, i.e., through fraud (Graham, 
1994). Mechanisms to prove the integrity of data and information systems are not only necessary 
in order to trace fraud, but also to make sure the documents have been moved to a new storage 
medium without loss. 

3. Libraries and Archiving 

At first glance, electronic publications seem to be not only an alternative format for scientific 
documents, but also the solution to many problems libraries face today (Lehmann, 1996): they 
offer accelerated access to literature for several simultaneous users over networks regardless of their 
actual location; the growing need for expensive storage space on shelves is diminished; the problem 
of deterioration of books due to acid paper is solved. On the other hand, digital publications raise 
a large number of new questions and problems, many of which are not yet solved. The traditional 
librarian's role involved retrieving, obtaining, making accessible and archiving information needed 
by our users. As archiving is undergoing vast changes, this also has a major impact on the other 
classical library services. 

3.1. RETRIEVING ARCHIVED ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS 

If electronic publications are received offline, i.e., on physical media, they will be treated in libraries 
similar to print media. Items will be cataloged and shelved and will be retrievable through the 
library catalog. Networked electronic media have to be cataloged, too, and library records must be 
enhanced so that all available archival information can be included in catalog entries. The Dublin 
Core Metadata Element set provides a resource description that will improve access to information 
on networks.1 If national libraries become digital archives, electronic publications will appear in the 
respective national bibliographies which will make their retrieval easier than it is today (Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft, 1995). However, the ability to retrieve networked electronic publications 
in distributed systems depends not only on their appearance in library catalogs and bibliographies, 
but also on a reliable global naming and address system. Current network addresses still depend 
on the Uniform Resource Locator (URL). But URLs are easily mistyped and can lead to error 
messages when trying to access networked documents. Name resolvers which are already used by 
some electronic astronomical journals allow a unique name to be assigned to an online publication 
that will not be changed even if the document is moved to another server. The name resolver 
will keep track of the actual location of the requested file and translate the name into the current 
network address. 

3.2. OBTAINING ARCHIVED ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS 

In the digital environment, journal subscriptions and book purchases as we know them from the 
print environment are replaced by the concept of granting access to publications just for a given 
time. The library does not "own" the items, but "leases" access to the documents. The detailed 
access and usage conditions are described in contracts between publishers and libraries. These con
tracts, typically called license agreements, regulate, for instance, for how long the library has access 
to the publication, what users and librarians are allowed to do with it, how many simultaneous 
users are granted access, and how often the publication can be viewed, printed or otherwise used. 
License agreements must also determine what happens after the contract terminates. Since it is the 
nature of leased material that it remains physically with the provider, many librarians fear that 
they will be left without anything when a leasing contract ends. 

As a result, publications requested by our users more and more often will not be available in 
our libraries, but will have to be obtained from external sources. No standard mode for access to 
back volumes of publications is yet being applied, and terms and conditions vary from publisher to 
publisher. It is possible, however, that libraries will have to pay twice (or more often) for the same 
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product - once while a contract lasts, and again after cancellation or termination of a title if a user 
needs a particular article from the timeperiod when the library subscribed. 

3.3. ACCESSING ARCHIVED ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS 

Once a requested electronic publication has been located, accessing and using it can be cumbersome. 
Electronic publications require that certain hardware and software be available at the user's site. 
At present, a large variety of physical storage media for electronic publications (CD-ROM, diskette, 
tape etc.) exist and will continue to exist, since newly evolved technologies do not always replace 
previous ones, but co-exist with them. A library that owns or leases electronic publications therefore 
will have to provide the necessary reading devices for each storage medium to be used. Electronic 
publications in HTML format on the World Wide Web not only require networked terminals at 
the user's site, but also often make it necessary that a particular version of the browser and other 
software be installed. Networked documents depend on a stable and reliable infrastructure. At 
present, bandwidth does not keep up with demand. Even in technologically developed countries, 
accessing networked documents can be painfully slow, and the situation is even worse in countries 
with less stable infrastructure. It is not yet clear who will be able to pay for new versions of software 
and hardware that are necessary at ever shorter intervals, and who will ensure reading devices for 
offline electronic publications are available in our libraries many years from now. 

Further important changes in the electronic environment refer to copyright law and interlibrary 
loan. Copyright law is meant to grant the owners of creative and scientific works specific rights. For 
instance, those who want to use copies of a work must have the copyright holder's permission and 
usually have to pay a certain amount to the owner. In order to balance the rights of copyright-holders 
and those who want to use the information, there are some exceptions to this rule. Interlibrary loan 
(ILL) is one such exception. With regard to journal articles, this name is somewhat confusing, 
because libraries today do not usually lend bound volumes of journals, but rather send photocopies 
of individual articles. However, the concept of interlibrary loan has remained the same up to now 
- a library that needs a publication owned by another library may ask for a photocopy, provided 
the principle of fair use (or fair dealing) is adhered to, i.e., the copy is meant for personal, scientific 
or educational, but not commercial, use. Misuse of intellectual property seems to be all too easy in 
the electronic environment; therefore many publishers currently are trying to diminish some of the 
rights users had with print publications, in particular the right of interlibrary loan. But "there is a 
misconception that fair dealing does not apply to electronic databases. Fair dealing takes no regard 
of the medium" (Oppenheim, 1997). In the interest of the scientific and general public, interlibrary 
loan and the fair use concept must be maintained with regard to electronic publications. 

Following a phase of free access for test purposes, we now witness a commercialization of elec
tronic information resources on the Internet. Publishers are concerned about their earnings if they 
are not able to trace who has accessed, printed, or otherwise used the publications they market. 
Most probably, their concerns will vanish soon once reliable Electronic Copyright Management 
Systems (ECMS) become available that will be able to automatically tag copyrighted works and 
monitor their use (Oppenheim, 1997). There is another reason for publishers not to worry. Those 
libraries that can afford it will continue to order needed publications from commercial document 
delivery services (from where publishers can be sure to receive royalty revenues), as in many coun
tries commercial services are quicker than interlibrary loan due to work overload at the lending 
library. However, those libraries whose budgets are too limited for purchasing articles from com
mercial services must be able to rely on ILL, or their users will be entirely excluded from access to 
electronic information resources. 

3.4. LIBRARIES IN THE ELECTRONIC ENVIRONMENT 

One of the most important tasks of librarians always has been to provide access to information 
resources. This role will not change in the electronic environment. Users need not worry about the 
question from where a publication can be obtained; they can rely on a system of libraries to obtain 
needed information for them. In the print as well as in the electronic environment, librarians assist 
users in searching and retrieving information. They mediate between authors/readers, publishers, 
digital archives and other parties involved, provide appropriate tools capable of matching user needs 
with the available information, and deliver current as well as historic publications to the users. 
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4. Conclusion 

Many of the complex, interrelated factors that influence archiving of electronic publications are 
not yet known. Decisions made now will have an enormous impact on the future availability of 
scientific literature. Archiving electronic publications requires thoughtfulness, vision, and longterm 
commitment from all parties involved. A stable and reliable infrastructure must exist. International 
collaboration is essential in order to develop standards that ensure preservation of the scientific 
and cultural record throughout time and regardless of national boundaries. The current increasing 
commercialization of information access must not turn information into a privilege of the rich. In 
the interest of the scientific and general public, archiving institutions must guarantee future access 
to and use of electronic publications at reasonable costs. 
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C o m m e n t s 

CORBIN: In the past we relied on lists such as the Durchmusterungs, HD, NGC for identifica
tions. Obviously new developments such as 500,000,000 stars and their need to cross identify objects 
at various wavelengths make these obsolete. For a while stellar astronomers thought to form an all 
inclusive identifier, based on something like Guide Star Catalog, but this has been abandoned. From 
your comments I conclude that the direction in the future will be to rely on cross-identifications in 
databases rather than an all-inclusive catalog. Do you agree? 

GROTHKOPF: In a world of dstributed systems it is essential that information can be retrieved 
easily. No single library can obtain and store all available information resources, but we must be able 
to point our users to the source, for instance on the World Wide Web, from where the information 
actually is available. Identifying and retrieving information sources is becoming one of the core 
tasks of librarians. 

CORBIN: Yes, and so authors give the best possible coordinates for a new object as part of the 
identifier. Coordinates are the glue that will hold the system together - especially at low galactic 
latitudes. 

ANONYMOUS: The original vision of the Web was of quick individual publication. I see a chance 
that the astronomical community will fragment into closed interest groups unless something is done 
to counter this trend. There is a chance that the Web will limit data flow rather than encourage it. 

CHRISTENSEN-DALSGAARD: I was slightly puzzled by the last part of your talk regarding 
the use of IL as it seems contradictory to the general idea of locating the source and then deal 
directly with the place storing the document. 

GROTHKOPF: We are witnessing an ever increasing commercialization of information. More 
and more often, only prosperous organizations can afford to pay for expensive electronic information 
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resources, and scientists from less fortunate institutions or developing countries might be excluded 
from access to large parts of information. It is extremely important that essential library functions, 
for instance obtaining publication on behalf of our users through interlibrary loan, continue to be 
permitted in the electronic environment. 

DE GEUS: How do you envision the archives by National Libraries to work? Through subscrip
tions? 

GROTHKOPF: National libraries and publishers need to collaborate very closely in order to 
guarantee the long-term availability of publications. Legal deposit regulations should be changed 
so that electronic publications have to be deposited in national libraries just like print publications. 
They could be treated as another mirror site. 

ROTS: As to archiving journals: why would not the present model of library services work, 
provided publishers could be made to agree on a standard journal format? Small libraries would 
subscribe to a limited nuber of journals, put them on-line for their users and provide name solving 
routines. Requests for documents not in the library's holdings would be passed on to a larger library 
with which the originating library has an ILL subscription, as well as outside name solving services. 

It would appear to me that such a model would solve the monetary issues, ensure archiving and 
furnish quick response to requests for the most frequently accessed journals. 

GROTHKOPF: Archiving electronic publications requires continuous updating of the necessary 
technology. I doubt that small specialized libraries will be able to bear the immense costs involved 
in keeping the technology up-to-date, checking the integrity of documents after they were moved 
to new media, etc. If archiving, including technology refreshing, was done by libraries individually, 
it would not only mean a duplication of work, time and money invested, but would also lead to a 
variety of technically different archives for the same publication, making it even more difficult to 
determine the identity of publications. 
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